During the series of three Finding the Leader Within sessions, we will help you find your own level of leadership resilience and build on it, enabling you to bounce back from adversity more easily. You will discover how to manage your internal dialogue to support rather than hinder you, explore being adaptive and authentic, and consider how to lead from within.

Each session is designed to help you to thrive and grow as a leader. Whether you are new to leadership or have been leading for some time, there is something for you.

Do you know:
- The type of leader you are or could be?
- How to tap into your leadership skills and abilities?
- How to build your resilience?
- How resilient you already are?
- How can you access the skills of resilience and bounce back?
- How you can get more done and remain productive?
- How to maintain a healthy life balance?
- How to be authentic, communicate with authority and empathy?

If one or more of your answers to the above is no, come and join Dr Linda Edwards and Simon Phillips for three action packed masterclasses to discover the leader you truly are.

About the speakers:
Dr Linda Edwards is a versatile leader, organisational change facilitator, clinician, and author on leadership.

Simon Phillips is a best-selling author, an award-winning trainer and the founder of both The Change Maker Group and the Change Maker Community.